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Résumé
Virtualization technologies have recently gained a lot of interest in Grid computing as they allow flexi-
ble resource management. However, designing and implementing a complete framework to build VM
images, to deploy and configure them automatically and to manage them (with migration and snapshot-
ting operations) remains a real challenge. In this paper, after enumerating these challenges, we focus on
the VM image snapshot management issue and present our tool, called Kget+, able to manage VM
image snapshots in a very efficient way.
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1. Introduction
Virtualization technologies provide flexible and powerful execution environments, offering isolation
and security mechanisms, customization and encapsulation of entire application environments. More-
over, thanks to their suspend/resume and migration capabilities, they allow the bare hardware to be
strongly decoupled from the system software, which is a predominant feature in the context of dis-
tributed architectures such as grids, which are exploited concurrently by multiple users. In this particu-
lar context, VMs can be exploited to encapsulate jobs and then make grid resource management easier.
The challenge of managing applications on grids is moved to the problem of managing VMs on grids.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows : Section 2 introduces issues implied by the use of VM
technologies in grids and presents more precisely the problem of VM snapshot management. In Section
3 we present Kget+, a tool able to manage VM image snapshots in an efficient way. Section 4 concludes
and gives some perspectives of work.
2. Issues implied by the use of VM technologies in grids
Designing and implementing a framework able to manage user jobs in VMs at grid level requires to
consider each step of a common job submission in a grid context : (i) VM image creation, (ii) VM image
management (iii) job submission, VM deployment and job starting, (iv) VM/job life cycle (VM migra-
tion, suspend/resume, snapshots, . . . ) and finally (v) job completion and VM shutdown.
In this document, we focus on the VM storage management issue and more precisely, on the VM image
snapshot issue by proposing a tool, called Kget+, able to copy efficiently VM image snapshots from n
nodes to one frontend (more information about the other issues could be found in [1]).
The VM image snapshot management issue
One drawback of the use of VMs in grids and clusters relates to the VM image snapshot management.
There are several methods to manage VM images (on each local node, on a remote server, ...), each
method having their own good and bad points. In this paper we focus on the remote server method
at cluster level by considering the copy of n VM image snapshots from n physical nodes to a frontend
which implies a network bottleneck at the frontend side. To solve this problem, we have designed and
implemented Kget+, which is presented in the next Section.
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3. Kget+ : Design and Experiments
Kget+ is our prototype allowing to copy VM image snapshots from n nodes to one frontend in an
efficient way. It follows two principles : (i) to regulate the network bandwidth from the frontend point
of view, (ii) to free a large part of the set of nodes in a minimum of time.
To do this, Kget+makes sure that at all times one and only one node sends a VM image to the frontend
(principle (i)). Parallelly, other nodes coordinate among themselves to group all VM images on a smaller
number of nodes (principle (ii)). In this way, the network between all the nodes is used parallelly and
the result is that several nodes are freed very quickly and the frontend network is never saturated. Of
course this solution assumes that there is enough available disk space on the nodes to make the copies.
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FIG. 1 – Comparison between multiple scp, kaget
and Kget+. Kget+ allows to freed 80% of the nodes
in less than 2 minutes.
To do this, we propose the following algorithm :
While there is a node waiting to transfer a VM snap-
shot to the frontend :
– copy one VM snapshot from the node containing the
lowest number of VM snapshots2 to the frontend.
– from each other node, copy VM snapshots to another
node except if :
– the destination node is already sending or receiv-
ing a VM snapshot,
– the destination node has less VM snapshots than
the sender node,
– the sender node is already sending or receiving a
VM snapshot.
After implementing this algorithm, we made
some evaluations of it on the Paravent cluster
from Rennes Grid’5000 site3 [2]. In our experiments we launch a job composed of 64 VM images on
64 physical nodes and we measure the time needed to copy the VM image snapshots from all nodes to
the frontend with multiple simultaneous scp, with Kaget4 and with our tool Kget+. The size of one
VM image snapshot is approximately 512MBytes. Figure 1 presents the percentage of nodes freed (Y-
axis) according to the elapsed time (X-axis). This figure shows that, thanks to Kget+, a good scheduling
of the copies gives very efficient results. Indeed, with Kget+ all nodes are freed in less than 15 minutes
whereas with multiple scp and Kaget all nodes are freed in less than 18 and 34 minutes respectively.
In addition, with Kget+ 80% of the nodes are freed in less than 2 minutes (6% of the wall time).
4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we present the design of Kget+, our prototype able to copy VM image snapshots from
n physical nodes to one frontend in an efficient way. In addition we give results of preliminary ex-
periments. This tool is able to schedule the copy of all the VM image snapshots from all the nodes to
one frontend with the goal of : (i) regulating the network bandwidth from the frontend point of view,
(ii) freeing a large part of the set of nodes in a minimum of time. This tool should be integrated with
VMdeploy5 our VM management prototype able to deploy and manage VMs at grid level. This one
needs improvements, however, it is a good framework to study one by one, all the issues implied by the
use of VMs in grids which, from our point of view, will pave the way to scientific clouds.
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